General Conditions of Participation
in the "Travian Tournament 2021"

1. Conditions of Participation
a) Travian Games GmbH (TRAVIAN GAMES) is organizing the "Travian Tournament 2021"
(hereafter "Tournament"). Various qualification servers will be available during the
qualification round, and each server will be terminated when the game round ends. The
final round will start shortly after the end of all the qualification servers. One final server
will be available for the final round of the Tournament.
b)

Participation in the Tournament is voluntary.

c)

Each player can only qualify once for the final round.

d) Employees of and freelancers working for TRAVIAN GAMES and their relatives are
excluded from participating in the Tournament.
e)

lranian, ltalian and Spanish residents are excluded from receiving any of the prizes in the
Tournament.

f)

All winners will be notified via email. TRAVIAN GAMES will send a notification email to the
email address, which is the registered account email address at the end of the qualification
or final round. For the physical prize, the winner will receive an email from a TRAVIAN
GAMES employee from the domain "@traviangames.com”. Prizes will be given within 4
months following the end of the final round. Should a notified winner not reply to the
notification emails within 90 days, the win is declared void and a new winner is drawn from
the lot.

2. Termination
a) Players may terminate their participation in the Tournament at any time and free of charge
by deleting their account from the tournament servers or by contacting Travian Games’
Customer Service.
b) Unused Gold will not be paid out in cash.
c)

Qualifications round: However, any Gold that have not been used by the end of the
qualification round can be transferred to any Travian: Legends regional game worlds.
Unused Gold can be transferred from this year’s qualification servers to the final server.

d) Final round: Should a player abort his participation in the final, or when the final ends,
unused Gold can be transferred to any Travian: Legends regional game worlds and
Tournament game worlds.
e) TRAVIAN GAMES reserves the right to disqualify and exclude any player from the
Tournament who manipulates or attempts to manipulate the participation procedure, any
TRAVIAN GAMES websites, the game process, or the Tournament. The same applies if
these General Conditions of Participation, the game rules or the General Terms and
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Conditions of TRAVIAN GAMES are violated by a player.
f)

TRAVIAN GAMES reserves the right to terminate the Tournament game world in case
players manipulate the game process and/or the game mechanics to damage the game
servers. Unused Gold will be handled as per 2. b) c) and d). The state of the rankings at the
time of termination, time at which the decision to stop the Tournament game world is taken,
is material for assignment of the prizes as per 3. b) or 4. g).

3. Qualification
a) Any player may register on a qualification server until registrations are closed.
Registrations to the qualification servers will be closed 10 days after the start.
b) Players can win Travian-Gold vouchers in the end of their qualification server. There are
three player rankings: offense, defense, population. Each player of the top 20 of each
ranking receives one 1,200 Travian-Gold voucher. The top 1 World Wonder account player
will

receive

one

1,600

Travian-Gold

voucher.

For

more

details

see

https://blog.travian.com/travian-tournament-2021/
c)

Wonder of the World should be at least level 1 for players to qualify for a prize.

d) If a qualification server has two Wonder of the World at the same level at the end of the
game round, the owner of the Wonder of the World which reached the level first will
receive the higher prize.
e) lt is possible that a stalemate situation arises on one of the qualification servers and no
player is able to build the Wonder of the World that terminates the qualification server.
In order to avoid any unreasonable delay of the entire Tournament, the Natars will finish
the aforementioned qualification server by building the Wonder of the World. In such a
case, the status of the rankings at the time of the termination, time at which the Wonder
of the World has been completed by the Natars, is material for the qualification
corresponding to 4. b).

4. Final
a) Participation in the final is only possible with a valid entry key.
b) Players from each qualification server will qualify as follows: One entry key is given to
players who at server end: have at least 10 villages or are in the top 100 position of
offence or defense rankings. One entry key is given to players who at server end: own
a “Wonder of the World” village. Wonder of the World should be at least level 1 for
players to qualify for an entry key.
c)

If a player qualifies on several qualification servers or appears in several rankings, the player
will receive the key won by his best performance.

d) All players who have qualified will be notified via email that they can take part in the
final. The email will contain a registration code that can be used by each player to
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register to the final during the start of the final server.
e) Registrations to the final server will be closed 10 days after the start.
f)

lf a player fails to register within this period, his/her place in the final will expire. Every
player who has signed up on http://tournament.travian.com/ will be included in the draw
("wild card"). The wild card draw will only select up to 500 additional players to gain
access to the final server.

g) Players can win digital vouchers, physical prize and Travian-Gold vouchers in the end
of the final server. The top 1 Wonder of the World owner will receive a physical trophy.
The Top 20 players of the three player rankings (offense, defense, population), the
players of the 3 alliances who built the top 3 highest Wonder of the World and the
owners of the top 13 ranked Wonder of the Worlds owners are entitled to receive a
prize. For a detailed description, which prizes are given to which position in the rankings
please see https://blog.travian.com/travian-tournament-2021/
h) Wonder of the World should be at least level 1 for players to qualify for a prize.
i)

If the final server has two Wonder of the World at the same level at the end of the game
round, the owner of Wonder of the World which reached the level first will receive the
higher prize.

j)

lt is possible that a stalemate situation arises on the final server and no player is able to
build the Wonder of the World that terminates the final server. In order to avoid any
unreasonable delay of the entire Tournament, the Natars will finish the final server by
building the Wonder of the World. In such a case, the status of the rankings at the time of
termination, time at which the Wonder of the World has been completed by the Natars, is
material for the final corresponding to 4. g). lf the Natars win the final server, the prizes won
by the Natars as per 4. g) will not be granted to players.

5. Travian-Gold vouchers
a) TRAVIAN GAMES will send the Travian-Gold vouchers via email.
b) lf a player is eligible for more than one prize at the end of the qualification round or at
the end of the final, he/she will earn only the prize of the highest monetary value.
c)

In the event that, for practical or legal reasons (e.g. Turkish law for electronic item
import), it's not possible to deliver to a winner’s country, TRAVIAN GAMES will provide
a Travian-Gold voucher of the corresponding value.

6. Privacy Policy
a) TRAVIAN GAMES will of course handle all personal data submitted by participants
during the Tournament and during the business relations strictly confidential and such
data will be handled in accordance with the prevailing data privacy regulations.
b) TRAVIAN GAMES will render anonymous any data that is collected via surveys and used
for statistical, market research and opinion poll purposes. Neither TRAVIAN GAMES nor a
third party will ever assign anonymized data to a specific individual.
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c)

When they participate in the Tournament, all players agree that their player name,
country of origin and scores will be published on http:/ /tournament.travian.com/ and on
various internet forums.

d) The TRAVIAN GAMES Privacy Policy applies.

7. General Terms and Conditions
a) The TRAVIAN GAMES General Terms and Conditions and game rules shall apply.
b) TRAVIAN GAMES reserves the right to ban, punish or delete player accounts during the
game rounds when the General Conditions of Participation, the game rules or the General
Terms and Conditions of TRAVIAN GAMES are violated by a player.
c)

Refer a Friend system is deactivated on Tournament Qualifications and Final.

d) TRAVIAN GAMES reserves the right to update the game mechanics and the game software
at any time during the qualification round and the final.
e)

All players must ensure that they can be contacted on the email address they submitted
when they entered the Tournament and on the new email address if it got changed during
the Tournament.

f)

Players must ensure they read their emails regularly. This is particularly important
during the period after the end of the qualification round and the final round.

Travian Games GmbH
Wilhelm-Wagenfeld-Straße 22
80807 Munich
Germany
T: +49 (0)89 324915 - 0
F: +49 (0)89 324915 – 970

Managing Directors: Jörg Strathaus, Frederik Hammes
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